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absolute priority rule (APR) of default
resolution, 276

accounting practices, impact of, 528
accuracy ratio (AR), 245, 430; See also

power curves
calculations of, 377
ideal CAP, 377
random CAP, 377

area under curve (AUC), 376–379; See also
power curves

translation between AR and, 379
Wilcoxon (Mann-Whitney) statistic, 378

active credit portfolio management (ACPM)
in practice, 45–88

ACPM unit evaluation, 75
active credit portfolio management

(ACPM), 15, 16, 47, 557
bank valuation, 50
banks, internal organizational conflicts,

562
and credit capital, 566
credit portfolio management metrics, 68
credit risk, 57
data and models, 72
function of, 54
financial instruments used for hedging and

managing risk in a credit portfolio, 60
market trends supporting ACPM, 59
mark-to-market and transfer pricing, 63
organizational placement, 562
organizing financial institutions: dividing

into two business lines, 52
as research team management, 77
as a separate business unit, 55
staffing requirements, 562

active credit portfolio management (ACPM)
and transforming the bank (in case
study), 566–569

ACPM, credit risk responsibility of, 568
ACPM and credit capital, 566

ALM and ACPM, 568
ALM and liquidity risk management, 568
asset liability management (ALM) and cost

of funds, 566
capital for liquidity risk, 569
credit risk vs. business risk, 567
management information system (MIS)

cost allocators, 568
mark-to-market/mark-to-model (MTM)

management, 568–569
portfolio-referent pricing, advantages and

limitations of, 566–567
portfolio risk calculations, 566

adjusted liabilities and default points,
126–127

agency cost, 520
aggregate recovery rates, 258; See also

lookup tables
ALM and ACPM, 568
ALM and liquidity risk management, 568
Altman, Edward I., 192, 233, See also

Z-score
appropriateness of the model PD estimates,

394; See also likelihood, validation
Article 65, 52
asset-backed securities (ABS), 3, 58
asset-liability management (ALM) and cost

of funds, 566
asset-liability management (ALM) systems,

542
asset values, See also asset volatility,

structural models of default correlation
changes in, 503, 509
and default barrier, 504n11
estimation of, 134–138
jumps at, 133
and volatility, 134; See also asset volatility

asset volatility, 97, 104, 559
estimation of, 134–138, 144
modeled volatility, 138–141
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automation of data scrubbing process,
242–243

avoiding overfitting, 431–437; See also
parameter robustness, validation,
walk-forward testing

cross-validation approaches, 431
forms of out-of-sample testing, 432–434
holdout samples, 431
out-of-sample, 431n29
validation framework, 431
walk-forward testing, 434–437

Bally Total Fitness Holdings, 96
Bamber closed-form confidence bound,

401
bank capital structure, 29
Bank of International Settlements (BIS), 13
bank runs, 8
bankruptcy

junior claimant’s actions in, 278
legal processes governing, 281
senior claimant’s actions in, 278

bankruptcy remoteness, 4
banks

buying other banks’ loans, 524
credit risk of, 51
credit shortfalls, 245–247
internal organizational conflicts, 562
lending practices of, 394
valuation of, 48, 50

base default rate, 219; See also Bayesian
approach, calibration

Basel I accord, 10, 13
Basel II accord, 10, 14, 554

treatment of loss given default (LGD), 269
baseline hazard function estimate, 202–203
basket swaps, 62n7
Bayesian approach

vs. frequentist approach, 415
probability adjustment, 221

BC model, See Black-Cox model
Beaver model, 192
benchmarked performance metrics, 528
benchmarking approach to validation, 364–5
beta distribution, 281–282, 283, 471, 494,

502
beta of an asset, 478–479, 492
bid-offer spread, 36
bivariate normal distribution function,

468–469

Black, Fischer, 91, 100
Black-Cox (BC) model, 119–123

implication of, 124
vs. BSM model, 124
Vasicek-Kealhofer (VK) extension of, 125

Black-Scholes-Merton (BSM) framework,
101–118

derivation of distance to default under,
171–177

valuation under, 107–13, 115–117
vs. Black-Cox (BC) model, 118–24
vs. Leland-Toft (LT) model, 151, 154
vs. Longstaff-Schwartz (LS) model,

145–150
vs. Vasicek-Kealhofer (VK) model,

124–126, 128–129, 142
bond data and noise, 113–114, 291,

301–303, 322, 342
bonds, history of, 8
bond valuation and the recovery of Treasury

assumption, 343–345
default probability intensity, 344, 345
expected recovery, 344
value additivity, 343

bootstrap approaches, 411–412, 417
borrower-specific cost of default, 428
bottom-up approach, 90, 184
Box, George, 74
Brownian motion, 150

with drift, 169
bucketing dynamic measures, 335–337;

See also calibration of PDs, mapping
building a better bank, a case study,

551–574
about, 551–552
ACPM and transforming the bank,

566–569
active credit portfolio management

(ACPM), 562–563
commercial banks, 551–552
current organization, 554–556
data, systems and metrics, 563–567
data ACPM and transforming the bank,

566
description, 552
“Krisalys Bank”, 552
“Krisalys Bank” description, 552–554
portfolio analysis, 558–561
transforming the capital allocation

process, 556–558
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calculations of accuracy ratio (AR), 377;
See also accuracy ratio

calibration of PDs, 215, 362, 379
to empirical probability of default (PD),

216–217
to agency or internal ratings, 227,

335–336
using multiple sample databases, 222
validating with likelihood measures,

364
vs. power, 134

calibration curves with different power,
390

calibration importance, 394
callable bond, 5
call option, 5

equity as, 100–101
CAP (cumulative accuracy profile) plot

373–375
accuracy ratio (AR) as summary for,

376–379
calculation of AR, 377
construction of, 374
relationship to calibration curves,

438–440
relationship to contingency table, 376

capital, 514–515; See also capital allocation;
banks, failure by single trader, 517
capital allocation for individual exposures,

518
capital allocation from TRC, 517
conditional value-at-risk (CVaR), 517
contribution of volatility (RC method),

515
contribution to tail risk (TRC) method,

515, 516
CVaR-TRC approach to capital

allocation, 518
economic capital, 514
economic capital vs. regulatory capital,

516
regulatory constraints, 517
target probability of default for portfolio,

515
VaR-based capital amount, 517

capital allocation, 68, 76–77, 564
for portfolio exposure, 31

capital allocation for individual exposures,
518

capital allocation from TRC, 517

capital allocation process transformation
(in case study), 556–558

active credit portfolio management
(ACPM), 557

centralized credit portfolio management
functions, 557

credit transfer pricing mechanism, 557
economic capital calculation, 557
management ledger system (MLS), 557
operating business profit (OBP) target, 557
portfolio analysis system, 557
relationship customers, 557
shareholder value added (SVA), 557

capital allocation to individual exposures,
514

capital distortions by difference in power,
394–396

appropriateness of the model PD
estimates, 394

bank’s lending practices, 394
calibration importance, 394

capital efficiency ratio (CER), 68, 70
capital for liquidity risk, 569
capitalization rate, 526
capital requirements, 561
capital structure, 125
capital structure arbitrage, 102
capital structure changes, 157
capture-recapture techniques, 222
case study, building a better bank.

See building a better bank, a case study
cash and marketable securities collateral, 275
cash flows, 116

from default resolution, 262
cash flow/total debt (CF/TD) ratio, 192
cash flow view of default, 162
cash flow volatility, 165
cash flow waterfall, 4
causal links to default, 296
causal models, 92
center of analysis (COA), 563
central bank, history of, 8
central limit theorem, 403
Chow test, 368, 368n6
Clayton copulas, 535
coherence, 517n15
collateral, 3

CBO: Collateralized bond obligation., 4
CDO-squared: CDO of tranches issued by

other CDOs, 4
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collateral (Continued )
CLO: Collateralized loan obligation., 4
CMBS: Commercial mortgage–backed

security., 4
nature of, 4
RMBS: Residential mortgage–backed

security., 4
collateral and support, 275–277

cash and marketable securities collateral,
275

pledge of “all assets” of the firm, 275
property, plant, and equipment, 275–276
subsidiary support, 276

collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), 3–4,
10–11, 17–18, 58–59, 61, 66–67, 456,
488–489, 499, 522, 530–536, 546

commercial banks, 551–552
commercial loans, history of, 8
complexity vs. usability, 362

in models, 362
components of loss given default (LGD),

261
concentration risk, 553, 554, 560; See also

correlation
conceptual tools, 292
conditional mean models, 271
conditional term structure of probability of

default (PD), 511
conditional value-at-risk (CVaR), 24, 31,

517–518, 525, 527
confidence bounds; See also validation,

walk-forward testing
for AUC (A), 393, 396–403
for default rates, 403–418
for low- or no-default portfolios, 417
related to number of defaults, 401

constant default barrier, 151–152
constant intensity assumption, 304
construction of empirical power curve,

375–376
power measurement, 375

contagion effect, 531, 532
contingency tables, 363, 371–372; See also

ROC
confusion matrix, 372
cutoff point, 372
power curves for power statistics, 373–376

contribution to tail risk (TRC) method, 515,
516

convergence, 143–145

convertible securities, 128
copulas, 533–536

advantages and limitations of, 534
Clayton copulas, 535
double-t copulas, 535
examples of, 535
families of multivariate distributions, 534
Frank copulas, 535
Gaussian copulas, 534, 535
Gumbel copulas, 535
independent copulas, 535
perfect correlation copulas, 535
Student’s t copulas, 534–535

corporate transaction analysis, 156, 158
correlated default times, 531, 533
correlated intensities, 531
correlation in intensity models, 531–533

copula functions, 533
correlated default times, 531, 533
correlated intensities, 531
cumulative intensity of default, 532
multiple univariate distributions, 533

correlation matrix, 500, 502
correlation of interest rates and firm asset

values, 146
cost of lending decisions, 419
cost of banking, 424–431
counterparty risk in credit default swaps

(CDS) and credit portfolios, 544–547
CDSs, default contract terms, 545–546
CDS spreads and bond spreads, 544
corporate default-risk borrowing curve,

548n19
counterparty risk, 544n18
implicit risk-free rate, 545
joint default probabilities of counterparties

and obligors, 545
joint default probability, 544
“low probability” argument, 545
valuation model, implementation of, 545

Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross (CIR) assumption
309, 313, 315, 319, 325, 326–327, 356,
532

Cox model vs. probit model, 207
Cox processes, 297n3, See also intensity
Cox proportional hazards model, 201
credit, 1

defined, 2
vs. equity, 2
history of, 7
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credit crisis of 2007 and 2008, 59, 326, 328,
456

credit default swaps (CDSs), 2, 58, 456
data, 294
spreads, 280

credit default swaps (CDSs) valuation,
345–348

generic curves from traded CDS prices,
345

modeling framework for bonds, loans and
CDSs, 347

present value of expected spread
payments, 346

present value of the risk-neutral expected
loss, 346

valuation formula for CDS spreads, 347
credit migration, 329, 461, 470–474;

See also credit rating transition models
agency ratings changes, 471
agency ratings-based transition matrices,

471
credit migration, upward bias, 472
DD transition densities, 473
DD transition density function, skewness

of, 474
density function to generate LGD

realization, 471
distance to default (DD), 470
expected distribution of values, 470
exposure value, 470
forward probability of default (PD), 472
lattice models, 474
normalized market leverage, 470
transition densities, 472
value of a credit exposure, 470

credit rating transition models, 329–340;
See also Jarrow-Lando-Turnbull

calibration methodology, 329
default-risk-free interest rates, 328
empirical realities and applications of JLT,

340
generator matrices, 329, 337–338
Jarrow-Lando-Turnbull (JLT), 328
spot exchange rate, 329
transition probability matrix, 331–335
valuation under JLT, 338–339
credit risk vs. market risk, 5

credit risk, maturity as aspect of, 461
credit risk premium, See risk premium
credit risk vs. business risk, 567

credit risky instruments, valuation of, 117
credit scoring model, 422
credit spreads, 37, 296, 315

dynamics, 124
and interest rates, 543
and reduced-form models, 290
shape of the term structure of, 317–318

credit state, 292
credit transfer pricing, 9–10, 17, 41, 53–55,

57, 61, 63–68, 75, 424, 557, 562–568
cumulative probability of default (cpd), 99,

298
and default intensities, 297–298, 304–307,

309, 323
and survival function, 225

custom index, 505, 511
cutoff, 192; See also deriving optimal

cutoffs, ROC
approach vs. pricing approach, 430
in rating class, 228

CVaR-TRC approach to capital allocation,
518

data
automation of scrubbing process, 242–243
censorship of, 196
on credit events, 239
data and models, 72
data issues, 238
on default, 128, 239
operational infrastructure for data and

performance management system, 563
relational plausibility, 563–564
statistical and theoretical plausibility, 563
systems and metrics, 42, 563–567

data noise, 299, See also bond data and noise
biased samples, impact of, 244–248
dealing with, in credit market data, 303
in estimation, 291
mitigation, 322
taxonomy of data woes, 241–244

data quality, 240, 563
data quality control (DQC), 563
data sufficiency, 397
DD transition densities, 471–474, 494–495,

511, 543
debt

as put option, 101
value of, 152
valuation drivers, 155
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debt type and seniority class, 276–277
default, definitions of 38
default assumption, 118
default barrier, 98, 151; See also default

point
optimal, 154

default correlation, 23, 459, 465–470, 479,
502, 524, 531

default intensities, 292, 312, 321, See also
reduced-form models

and cumulative probability of default
(cpd), 297

and default probabilities (PD), 304
propensity to default, 296

default intensity model, 299–301
characterization of market risk-premium,

300
default-free interest rate process, 299–300
liquidity process, 300
loss given default (LGD), 300
obligor-specific data, 299

default point, 97, 103, 126; See also default
barrier

and adjusted liabilities, 126–127
default point dynamics, 142
and drift, 140

default probabilities (PDs), See probability of
default (PD)

bond valuation and the recovery of
Treasury assumption, 343–345

default probability density version of
intensity models (Hull-White), 340–348

CDS valuation, 345–348
Hull-White reduced-form model, 340
model setup, 341–343

default resolution, 276
default risk-free interest rates, 145, 147, 328
deriving optimal cutoffs, 419–424

cost associated to make pass/fail lending
decisions, 419

credit scoring model, 422
iso-performance line, 423
lending decision in net present value

(NPV) terms., 422
minimal cost, 420
opportunity costs of not lending, 423
optimal cutoff, 420
relationship clients, 423
ROC convex hull, 420–421n26
Type I and Type II errors, 420

deterministic default intensity models,
303–304

direct asset simulation, 500
discount rates, 485, 542
discrete-choice models, 184–185, 186–191,

205
vs. hazard rates, 206–207

discrete distribution of Vasicek, 408n19,
413, 415–416, 498–499

distance to default (DD), 98, 103, 105–106,
537, See also DD dynamics

conversion to probability of default (PD),
130

normal distribution of, 132–134
distance to default (DD) distribution, 128

estimating an empirical, 129–131
distance-to-default (DD) measure, 460
distribution of market shocks, 414
doubly stochastic characteristic of DSL

model framework, 328
doubly stochastic models, 297, 308–320,

328, 537
downside variance, 12
downturn LGD, 269
downward-sloping curves for

speculative-grade obligors, 317
drift

Brownian motion with, 169
and default point, 140
rate, 142

drift rate, 142
DSL model framework, doubly stochastic

characteristic of, 328
Duffie, Darrell, 92, 293–294
Duffie and Lando (DL) model, 167–171

as link between structural and
reduced-form models, 170

unpredictable default time, 167–168,
170

Duffie-Singleton-Lando (DSL) intensity
framework, 294, 312–315

default intensity for credit risk, 312
forward rates, 328–329
fractional recoveries, 312
fractional recovery and the shape of the

term structure of credit spreads,
316–320

no recovery model, 313–315
reduced-form models, extensions to,

325–329
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reduced-form models, practical
implications, 320–322

richer stochastic processes (factors),
327–328

sensitivity analysis, 324–325

early discrete-choice models, 191
econometric models, 183–254

calibrating econometric models, 215
calibrating to PDs, 216–227
calibrating to ratings, 227–233
discrete-choice models, See discrete choice

models
hazard rate (duration) models, See hazard

rate models
hazard rates versus discrete choice,

206–207
interpreting the relative influence of

factors in econometric models, 234
some alternative default model

specifications, 249
economic capital, 23, 24n7, 514, 556

defined, 519
as multiples of volatility or standard

deviation, 561
vs. regulatory capital, 516

economic capital and portfolio management,
519–521, See also capital allocation

access to debt markets, 520
agency cost, 520
capital adequacy, 520
debt rating, 520
default probability, 520
economic capital, defined, 519
economic capital optimization, 521
frequency distribution of loss capital

adequacy, 521
maximum diversification, 521
portfolio management objectives, 520
wholesale banks, 520

economic capital calculation, 557
EDF model, 146, See also expected default

frequency, Vasicek-Kealhofer model
elements of portfolio credit risk,

458–459
portfolio risk, 459
stand-alone risk, 458–459

emergence pricing, 262–263
empirical frequency of defaults (default rate),

404

empirical realities and applications of JLT,
340

endogenous default barrier, 151, 152–153
endogenous default barrier (taxes and

bankruptcy costs), 151
equity, 97

as call option, 100–101
equity-based PDs, 335–337; See also

structural models of default
equity risk vs. returns from credit risk,

529–530
equity values and volatility, 134
equity volatility, 104
error bounds with correlation, 406–410

correlation, impact of, 407
independent observations, 407
uniform probabilities and correlations,

408n19
error bounds without correlation, 403–406

central limit theorem, 403
empirical frequency of defaults (default

rate), 404
law of large numbers, 403
skewness of the binomial distribution,

405n18
estimates of the default rate on zero default

sub-portfolio, 412–418
estimating DD transition densities, 473–474

conditioning dimensions, 474
group, 474

estimation
of asset value, 134–138
of asset volatility, 134–138

estimation bias in models of loss given
default (LGD), 279

evaluated prices, 565
evolution of credit markets, 7
ex ante measures of performance vs. ex post

measures of performance, 40n19, 76
Expected Default Frequency (EDFTM).

(commercial structural model), 29n10,
91, 96, 125, 146

expected loss (EL), 23, 34 ,491
as cost of extending credit, 22–24, 37–39
for portfolio, 462–464
role of LGD in, 256, 663
in spread calculations, 37–39
vs. unexpected loss (UL), 462
weighted average, 464

expected loss (EL) premium, 485, 487
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expected return, decomposition of, 491
expected shortfall. See conditional

value-at-risk (CVaR)
expected spread (ES), 37, 38, 64, 491
expense and profitability management

system (EPMS), 564
explicit factor models, 504
exposure at default (EAD), 91
exposure Sharpe ratio, 68
exposure UL, 493
exposure values, 460
exposure values, aggregating, 512–513

computing technology advances, 512n14
exposure Vasicek ratio, 68

face (par), loss recovery of, 270, 316
face value recovery, 316
factor importance

for econometric model in general,
236–238

with respect to a specific firm’s PD, 234
factor loadings, 503, 504
factor model, 461, 475–481

co-movement, 475
components driving co-movements, 480
composite factor index, 477
computational costs, 480
correlation between firms, 476
covariance calculation, 479
default correlations, 480
firm-asset correlation from composite

factor return, 476
firm-asset correlation from systematic

return, 476
joint version of DD dynamics, 480
method of decomposition, 476
removal order, 508
sensitivity to market factors, 478

factor selection for default models, 213
families of multivariate distributions, 534
Feynmann, Richard, 80
finance group (in case study), 563

capital allocation, 564
center of analysis (COA), 563
data quality control (DQC), 563
expense and profitability management

system (EPMS), 564
mark-to-market/mark-to-model (MTM)

system, 564–565
mark-to-market/mark-to-model (MTM)

waterfall, 565

performance management system, 564
portfolio analysis and capital allocation

system, 564
shareholder value added (SVA), 564

financial instruments used for hedging and
managing risk in a credit portfolio, 60

firm years 197–199
first passage time, 118

and continuous dividends, 119
models, 119

foreign exchange (FX) risk, 541, 542
forms of out-of-sample testing, 432–434;

See also walk-forward testing
model testing procedure, 432
out-of-sample, out-of-time testing, 433
sampling method for credit risk models,

433
testing strategies, 432

forward rates, 328–329
Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) term

structure framework, 328
fractional recoveries, 312
fractional recovery and the shape of the term

structure of credit spreads, 316–320
downward-sloping curves for

speculative-grade obligors, 317
hump-shaped term-structures, 317
level vs. rating of credit spreads, 318
loss of market value, 316
negative correlation between interest rates

and spreads, 320
shape of the term structure of credit

spreads, 317–318
specifications for loss given default (LGD),

316
upwardly-sloping, downwardly-sloping

term-structures, 317
value of credit-risky security, 318–319

frailty, 536–541
computational cost associated with

implementing MLE on latent variables,
541

firm-specific covariates, 537
joint maximum likelihood estimates

(MLE), 538
noneconomic covariates, 537

franchise business line, 47–48, 52–53,
56–57, 56n4

analysis of Krisalys bank (case), 559–561
Frank copulas, 535
full customer profitability, 65
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Gambler’s ruin probability problem,
162–165; See also Wilcox model

Gaussian copulas, 534, 535
GDP growth rate, 321
generating the residual in factor model,

510–511
custom index, 511

generator matrices, 329, 337–338
generic credit curves, 348–353, 509

from CDS prices, 345
cohorts, homogeneous samples of,

351
crossover fixes, 349
data pooling, 349
data quality, 352
gathering and definition of cohorts,

348–349
interpolation approach, 349
manual smoothing for monotonically

increasing curves, 353
outliers, 351

Gibbs sampler
frailty factors, 538
maximization of the likelihood (MLE),

538
Glass-Steagall Act (1933), 52
global bank accords, 10
Gumbel copulas, 535

hazard function, 225
hazard rate (duration) models, 196
hazard rate approaches, 184
hazard rate models vs. multiple discriminant

analysis (MDA), 185
hazard rates, 201–202, 291

constant, and cumulative probability of
default (cpd), 298

vs. discrete choice, 206
Heath, David, 328
Heath-Jarrow-Morton (HJM) term structure

framework, 328
hidden defaults, 223
historical default rates, mapping through,

228
Hull, John, 294
Hull-White (HW) model, 294, 301, 340

generic credit curves using, 351–353
model set-up, 491–493
starting values for estimation, 352
valuation of bond under, 443–445
valuation of CDS under, 445–448

hump-shaped term-structures, 142, 317–318
hybrid structural models, 165–167

ideal CAP, 377
idiosyncratic components, 507
illiquid securities, 291
immediate loss given default (LGD), 274
imperfect information model, See Duffie and

Lando model
implicit factor models, 504
implied default barrier, 504
implied equity volatility, 135
implied LGD, 113, 263–265, 344
implied market premium, 488
implied market price of risk, 113
improving portfolio performance (in case

study), 521
assets mispriced in portfolio, 522
banks, buying other banks’ loans, 524
CDS used for, 522
debt portfolio, 524
efficient frontier, 525
maximization of diversification, 522
portfolio-referent return-to-risk ratio, 522
portfolio return improvement, 522
risk vs. return, 525
synthetic CDOs used for, 522

independent copulas, 535
industry effects time-varying nature of, in

post-default prices, 279–280
Ingersoll, Jonathan E., 124
integrating market and credit risk, 541–543

asset-liability management (ALM) systems,
542

discount rates, 542
equity price risk, 541
foreign exchange (FX) risk, 541, 542
interest-rate risk, 541
interest rates and credit spread, 543
valuation models for individual exposure,

542
intensity, See also default intensities;

characterization of, 296
intensity processes, 291
probability of default (PD) relationship to,

323
intensity-based models, See default intensity

model, reduced-form models
interest rates

firm asset value, correlation with, 146
and credit spreads, 543
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interest rates (Continued )
interest rate swaps, 541
spreads, negative correlation between, 320
term structure, models of, 148
volatility impact, 321

International Association of Credit Portfolio
Managers (IACPM), 14, 48

interpreting the relative influence of factors
in econometric models, 234

iso-performance line, 423; See also cutoff.
issues in establishing portfolio analysis, 558
iterative estimation approach, 136n15

Japan, 46, 52, 139
economic bubble, 8

Jarrow, Robert, 328
Jarrow-Lando-Turnbull (JLT) model, 328

estimation, 334–338
empirical issues and applications of, 340
term-structure of credit spreads under,

316
valuation under, 338–339

joint maximum likelihood estimates (MLE),
538

jump-diffusion model, 150, 328 ;
jumps, 327

in asset value, 133
mean-reverting default intensity, with,

304–308
junior claimant’s actions in bankruptcy,

277–278

Kalman filter, 322
Kaplan-Meier estimator, 201
Kealhofer, Stephen, 91, 118, 124, 136
KMV (now MKMV), 91, 124, 455n1, 459
“Krisalys Bank” description (case study),

552–554

Lando, David, 293–294, 328
lattice models of DD, 511–512, 543

one-dimensional lattice model, 511
two-dimensional lattice model, 512

law of large numbers, 403
law of total variance, 494
Leland, Hayne E., 151
Leland and Toft (LT) model, 151, 154–155,

167
lending decision in net present value (NPV)

terms, 422

leverage in financial institutions, history
of, 7

LGD, See loss given default
likelihood and calibration, 383–386

calibrating models, 381
likelihood measures, 364, 379, 380–383
probability of default predictions and

empirical data., 382
limiting distribution for portfolios with

infinite number of loans, See Vasicek
limiting distribution

liquidity, 159–161, 326
events, 263
factor, 484
premia, 291, 486
premia and credit risk premia, 159
premia and implied LGD, 265
premium proxy, Treasury Eurodollar

(TED) spread as, 160
process, 300
risk, 48
spread, 37

liquidly traded defaulted instruments,
post-default prices for, 263

liquidly traded nondefaulted instruments,
implied LGDs for, 263

Literary Digest, 244–245
loan pricing vs. loan approval, 425–426
logit model, 186

links, 190–191
vs. multiple discriminant analysis (MDA),

184–185
London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR), 2
Longstaff, Francis A., 145
Longstaff-Schwartz (LS) model, 145–150

correlation between asset value and
interest rates, 145–146

default probabilities as risk-neutral, 149
introduction of stochastic interest rates,

145
semi-closed-form solution, 148

Long-Term Capital Management, 326
lookup tables

dimensions for, 273, 277
estimates from, 258
extension of, 274
historical-average LGDs in, 271
vs. modeling, 284
variability of the values in, 262

loss, definitions of, 261
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LossCalc model
approaches and extensions, 273–285
of LGD, 284

loss given default (LGD), 10, 23, 91, 99,
255–288; See also recovery

accounting approaches for, 261–262
approaches to modeling, 273–285
calculation of, 256
components of, 261
definitions of, 256
estimation of, 270–273
LossCalc model of, 284
measurement of portfolio diversification,

461
measures of LGD (recovery), 260
observable (physical) loss, 279
in portfolio model, 471, 494, 502
the relationship between market prices and

ultimate recovery, 265
relationship of, to EL and UL, 463
road to recovery: the timeline of default

resolution, 258
specifications for, 316
stand-alone risk, 458
stochastic process, 300

loss given default (LGD) modeling,
280–281

loss given default (LGD) specifications, 316
recovery of face value, 270, 316
recovery of price (market value), 270 316
recovery of Treasury (risk-free value), 270,

316
loss given default (LGD) variation associated

with time-varying factors, 269

macroeconomic/geographic information in
loss given default (LGD) modeling,
280–281

Mann-Whitney statistic, 400–401
mapping; See also calibration of PDs

through historical default rates, 228
historical default rates through, 228
to quantilies of rating distribution,

230–232
to rating class with closest average PD,

232–234, 336
marginal default rates, 412
marginal revenues at each risk level, 425
market capitalization, 554, 560
market price of risk, See risk premium;

market risk, 12, 48
vs. credit risk, 5

market risk premium, 485, 486
characterization of, 300

market trends supporting ACPM, 59
market value, loss of, 316
market value approaches, 263
market value of assets, 97
market value recovery, 316
Markov chain

generator matrix for, 292
transition matrix for, 292

Markowitz, Harry, 457
mark-to-market/mark-to-model (MTM)

approach, 107
and transfer pricing, 63
waterfall, 67, 489n8, 565

matrix or evaluated pricing, 302
maturity effects, 461
maximum probability of default given

specific shock, 414
McQuown, John Andrew (“Mac”), 91
mean reversion model vs. constant hazard

rate model, 307
Cox processes, 308

mean-reverting default intensity with jumps
model, 304–308

affine function, 305n4
constant hazard rate model vs. mean

reversion model, 307
jumps with mean reversion, 305
stochastic jumps, 308

measurement of portfolio diversification,
460–461

measures of LGD (recovery), See loss given
default (LGD) specifications

measures of model power, 371–379
accuracy ratio (AR) and area under ROC

curve (AUC), 376–379
capital distortions by difference in power,

394–396
contingency tables, 371–372
model discrimination capacity, 371
power curves, 371

measures of PD levels and calibration,
379–396

actual default rates, 379
calibration, 379
likelihood and calibration, 383–386
likelihood measures, 379, 380–383
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measures of PD levels and calibration
(Continued )

median default counts vs. mean default
rates, 386–387

power and calibration relationship,
389–394

reasonableness of PDs based on Bayesian
priors about the state of economy,
387–389

median default counts vs. mean default rates,
386–387

Medici Bank, 45
Merton, Robert, 91, 100
Merton model, See Black-Scholes-Merton

model
Miller, Merton H., 101, 156
MKMV, 455n1, 459
modeled volatility, 138–141
model of value correlation, 475–481

cumulative probability of default (cpd),
475

factor model, 475–481
joint probability of default (jpd),

475
pairwise correlation, 475

Modigliani, Franco, 101, 156
Modigliani-Miller theorem, 101, 156
Monte Hall Problem, 415n22
Moody’s, 331, 332
Moody’s Bankrupt Bond Index, 280
Moody’s Financial Metrics, 127
Moody’s Ultimate Recovery Database, 265,

272
Morton, A., 328
most prudent estimation, 417
multifactor model of asset correlation,

503–505
asset value changes, 503
asset values and default barrier,

504n11
explicit factor models, 504
factor loadings, 503, 504
factor representation, 503
implicit factor models, 504
implied default barrier, 504
pairwise asset correlation, 503

multiple discriminant analysis (MDA), 192
vs. logit, 184–185

multiple sample databases, calibrating
models to, 222

negative correlation between interest rates
and spreads, 320

negative equity, 96
negative intensity realization, 309
negative shocks, 389
no recovery model, 313–315

common stochastic state variables, 313
credit spreads, 315
default-risk-free debt, 315
process parameterization, 314
risky debt, 315

number of defaults and data set size, 399

off-balance-sheet liabilities, 127
one-dimensional lattice model, 511
“one-size-fits-all” approach in models, 366
opportunity costs of not lending, 423
optimal cutoff, See cutoff
optimal default barrier, 154
optimal fees given fixed costs and single

cutoff, 424–431
accuracy ratio (AR), 430
borrower-specific cost of default, 428
cost of banking, 424–431
cutoff approach vs. pricing approach, 430
lending policy with optimal cutoff, 425
loan pricing vs. loan approval, 425–426
pricing curves, 428
weak vs. strong models, 424–431

optionality in lattice models, 543
organizing financial institutions: dividing

into two business lines, 52
overdraft loans, history of, 7

paired samples, 193–194
pairwise correlation; See also correlation,

default correlation
of asset values, 503
model of value correlation, 475
systemic co-movement, 475
time series of asset values, 475

parameter robustness, 367–371, See also
walk-forward

factor multicollinearity, 367
guidance for model factors, 367
model criteria, 367
model factors and parameters, 367
nonlinearity, 369–371
parameter stability, 363, 367–369
transparent models, 367
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pass/fail type cutoff, 418, See also cutoff
perfect correlation copulas, 535
performance methods, 526–530

accounting practices, impact of, 528
benchmarked performance metrics, 528
capitalization rate, 526
performance of external benchmarks, 529
portfolio return on risk-adjusted capital

(RORAC), 528
portfolio Sharpe ratio, 526
portfolio Vasicek ratio, 527
RAROC models, 528
returns from credit risk vs. equity risk,

529–530
risk of extreme loss, 527
Sharpe ratio, 526, 529
Vasicek ratio, 526

permutation test for confidence bounds,
393

physical probability of default (PD), 98,
See also risk-neutral probability of
default

conversion of, to risk-neutral PDs,
110–112

pledge of “all assets” of the firm, 275
Poisson process, 296
portfolio analysis, 558–561

asset volatility, 559
capital requirements, 561
concentration risk, 560
credit risk, 560
economic capital as multiples of volatility,

561
franchise value volatility, 561
geographic diversification, 561
market capitalization, 560
price-to-earnings ratio, 559

portfolio analysis and capital allocation
system, 564

portfolio diversification, 455–456, 561
portfolio expected loss (EL), 464
portfolio loss distribution, 29, 498–514

correlation matrix, 502
derivation of, 498
distribution of, 498
exposure, appropriate factors for,

508–509
exposure values, aggregating, 512–513
generating the residual, 510–511
Monte Carlo simulation, 499

multifactor model, 503–505
portfolio value distribution, 514
risk-free rate plus expected spread, 514
risk-free value of portfolio, 514
sample structural factor model, 500–503
scaled default barrier, 501
simulation approach, 500
single/multifactor model, 505–508
steps to simulation, 513–514
transforming DD into exposure values,

511
transforming factor realization into a DD,

509
value of exposure, 502

portfolio loss measures, 464
portfolio management objectives, 520
portfolio models

about, 455–460
capital, 514–515
concentration, 457
copulas, 534–536
corporate debt limits, 456
correlation in intensity models, 531–533
counterparty risk in credit default swaps

(CDS) and credit portfolios, 544–547
credit default swaps (CDSs), 456
credit migration, 470–474
default risk, 456
default risk, diversification of, 457
default risk, management of, 457
economic capital and portfolio

management, 519–521, See also capital
allocation

elements of portfolio credit risk, 458–459
frailty, 536–541
Harry Markowitz, 457
improving portfolio performance,

521–526
integrating market and credit risk,

541–543
measurement of portfolio diversification,

460–461
model of value correlation, 475–481
performance methods, 526–530
performance metrics, 528
portfolio diversification, 455–456
portfolio loss distribution, 498–514
portfolio risk assuming no credit

migration, 461–465
probability of large losses, 481–484
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portfolio models (Continued )
reduced-form models and portfolio

modeling, 530–531
return calculations, 488–491
risk calculations, 491–497
risk in equities, 456
stock-picking, 457
structural models of default correlation,

465–470
valuation model, 484–488
value correlation model, 475

portfolio performance metrics, 38
portfolio-referent measures, 20–21, 69, 492,

496, 522, 566–567, See also transfer
pricing

portfolio-referent pricing, advantages and
limitations, 567

portfolio return improvement, 522
portfolio return on risk-adjusted capital

(RORAC), 528
portfolio risk, 23, 459

default correlations, 459
exposure weight, 459
reduced-form models, 459
structural models, 459
value correlations, 459

portfolio risk assuming no credit migration,
461–465

average expected loss (EL), 462
credit migration, model of, 461
credit risk, maturity as aspect of, 461
default correlations, 465
expected loss (EL), weighted average of,

464
loss given default (LGD) relationship of,,

to EL and UL, 463
maturity effects, 461
overall portfolio risk, 463
portfolio expected loss (EL), 464
portfolio loss measures, 464
portfolio unexpected loss (UL), 462,

464
probability of default (PD) relationship of,

to EL and UL, 463
unexpected loss (UL) vs. expected loss

(EL), 462
portfolio risk calculations, 566

Sharpe ratio, 68, 526
tail risk contribution (TRC) of asset, 39
unexpected loss (UL), 462, 464, 493, 494

value distribution, 514
Vasicek ratio, 68, 527

post-default prices
defined, 263
for liquidly traded defaulted instruments,

263
time-varying nature of industry effects in,

279–280
vs. ultimate recoveries, 266, 280

power and calibration relationship, 389–394
actual probability of default, 392
calibration curves with different power,

390
credit quality, 393n12
permutation test for confidence bounds,

393
power curves and calibration curves for

default models, 391–392
power vs. probability accuracy, 392
rating systems, 393
sample dependency, 393

power curves, 34, 363, 391
construction of empirical power curve,

374–375
cumulative accuracy profile (CAP) plot,

373, 373n9
cumulative accuracy profile (CAP) plot vs.

ROC curves, 375
nondefaulters, 373, 374
percentage of defaults excluded, 373
power statistics, 373–376
relative or receiver operating characteristic

(ROC) curves, 373
relative performances and cutoff, 373

power curves and calibration curves for
default models, 392

power curves and confidence bounds,
397–403

asymptotic normality, 400
Bamber closed-form confidence bound,

401
bounds, upper and lower, 402
confidence bounds related to number of

defaults, 401
high degree of variability and number of

defaults, 398, 399
Mann-Whitney statistic, 400–401
number of defaults and data set size, 399
resampling techniques, 400
sample size to estimate AUC, 401
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two-sample test, 401
variance of area under the ROC curve, 400
Wald-type tests, 401

power in models, 362
contingency tables, 363
model discrimination capacity, 371
power curves, 363

power vs. probability accuracy, 392
predicted default rates vs. actual default rates

evaluation, 380–381
predicted probabilities closeness, 380

present value of expected spread payments,
346

presidential election sampling, 244
price, 35, 100, 106
price (market value), loss recovery of, 270
price-based spread, 37
price-to-earnings ratio, 559
pricing data challenges, 301–303; See also

bond data noise;
matrix or evaluated pricing, 302
net asset value (NAV), 302
quotes vs. prices, 302
thinly traded bonds, 302

prior probabilities, estimation of, 217–222
probability of default (PD), 10, 11, 23, 73

calibration of, 216–217
and default intensity, 304
estimation of, 108
evaluation of, 113
limits, 418
physical vs. risk-neutral, 149
in practice, 32
predictions and empirical data, 382
relationship of, to EL and UL, 463
relationship of, to intensity, 323
stand-alone risk, 458
systemic variation in, 260
term structures of, 223–227

probability of default (PD) models, economic
value of more powerful, 418–431

about, 418
deriving optimal cutoffs, 419–424
optimal fees given fixed costs and capacity

and single cutoff, 424–431
zero-cost lending cutoffs, 424–431

probability of default (PD) model validation,
361–464

assessing the economic value of more
powerful pd models, 418

avoiding overfitting: a walk-forward
approach to model testing,
See walk-forward testing

measures of model power, See power
curves

measures of PD levels and calibration,
See calibration

parameter robustness, See parameter
robustness

sample size and confidence bounds,
See confidence bounds, power curves
and robustness

probability of large losses, 481–484, See also
capital allocation

actual losses vs. average losses, 481
asymmetric loan loss distribution, 482
capital adequacy, 483
diversification benefit, 483
expected loss (EL) vs. realized losses,

482
frequency distribution of portfolio losses,

482
skewed loss distribution, 481
skewed loss distribution vs. normal

distribution, 482
probability of zero defaults, 417
probit model, 186

vs. Cox model, 207
links, 190

put-call parity, 102
put option, debt as, 101

qualitative assessment, 15
quality of models, 362, See also parameter

robustness, validation
quotes vs. prices, 302

RAROC models, 528
rating outlooks, 333
rating systems, 228, 393

to the probability of default (PD), 228
with respect to the probability of default

(PD), 228
rating transition studies, 331, See also

transition matrix
rating watches, 333
reality check for models, 416
real-world frictions, 166
real world probability of default (PD),

98
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reasonableness of PDs based on Bayesian
priors about the state of economy,
387–389

current state of a common factor, 387
negative shocks, 389
shocks, 389
single factor correlation model, 388

recovery, See also loss given default
by asset class, 272–273
events, 275
recovery rates, 275
of value, 321

reduced-form models, 13, 92, 118, 199,
289–360, 459, 530–531

volatility of intensity process in, 324
advantages and limitations of, 295
basic intensity models, 296
classes of, 297
in context, 291
and credit spreads, 290
and default prediction, 290
default under, 296
default probability density version of

intensity models (Hull-White), 340
defined, 93–94
extensions, 325–329
generic credit curves, 348
as intensity-based models, 92
Kalman filter to estimate, 354
limitations of, 530
and portfolio modeling, 530
reduced-form models in context, 291
for valuation, 310

reduced-form models, practical implications,
320–322

data noise, mitigation of, 322
default intensity, 321
interest rates, volatility impact of, 321
Kalman filter for estimating, 322
liquidity, 326
loss given default (LGD) (recovery),

326–32
macroeconomic factors, 321
recovery of value, 321

regression framework, 281–285
regulation, 13
regulatory arbitrage, 13
regulatory capital, 24n7, 554
regulatory constraints, 517
relational plausibility, 563–564

relationship banking, 15
relationship between market prices and

ultimate recovery, 265
relationship clients, 423
relative debt position, 276
research group

communication, 84
environment, 81
latitude requirements, 82
managers, work of, 85
resources, 83
staffing of, 82
team management, 77
TCQ Triangle, 78–79

retrospective measures, 76
return, 53

defined, 489
vs. risk, 525

return calculations, 488–491
expected loss (EL), 491
expected return, decomposition of, 491
expected spread (ES), 491
mark-to-market/mark-to-model (MTM)

waterfall, 489n8
migration in value, 489
return, defined, 489
return on a credit expense, 488
return on a portfolio, 488
time horizon, selection of, 488
total spread (TS), 491
total spread calculation, 490
yield spread, 490

return on assets (ROA) in case study, 559
return on equity (ROE) in case study, 559
return on risk-adjusted capital (RORAC),

41, 526, 528
return per unit of volatility, 527
returns from credit risk vs. equity risk,

529–530
right censoring, 196
risk, 11, 53

implied market price of, 113, See risk
premium

vs. return, 525
risk-adjusted PDs, 34
risk-adjusted return on capital (RAROC), 41
risk-adjusted return on risk-adjusted capital

(RARORAC), 41
RiskCalc (commercial model), 207–208, 237

estimation steps to, 214
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risk calculations, 491–497
beta of an asset, 492
constituents of portfolio, 492
exposure UL, 493
factor models, 495
individual exposure UL, 494
law of total variance, 494
portfolio-referent measures, 492
portfolio UL, 493, 494
residual risk contribution of asset changes,

492
risk contribution (RC), 496
systemic risk, 493
tail-risk contribution (TRC), 496
unexpected loss (UL), defined, 492
volatility of the portfolio, 492

risk contribution (RC), 32, 38, 64,
496

aggregation, 22
key drivers, 496

risk-free rate plus expected spread, 514
risk-free value of portfolio, 514
risk in equities, 456
risk neutral generator matrices, 339
risk-neutral probability of default (PDQ), 33,

34, 99, 149, 427, See also risk premium
defined, 34–35
density in Hull-White model, 345
physical probability of default (PD)

converted to, 110–113, 177–179
in valuation with reduced-form models,

310
risk of extreme loss, 527
risk of ruin, 162–165; See also Gambler’s

Ruin
risk premium 22, 91, 110, 159, 165, 300,

303, 311–312, 315, 323, 339, 484–489,
546, See also risk-neutral probability of
default

liquidity premium from, 159
risk premia matrix, 339
risk premium adjustment, 427

road to recovery, timeline of default
resolution, 258

robustness in models, 362, See also
parameter robustness, validation,
walk-forward testing

overfitting, 363
parameter stability, 363
tests of collinearity, 363

ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve
373–379

area under curve (AUC) as summary for,
376–379

assessing economic value of model using,
418–431

confidence bounds for AUC of, 397–403
construction of, 374
defining lending cutoff using, 419–421
ROC convex hull, 420–421n26
relationship to contingency table, 376

rule of threes, 413

S&P, 331, 332
sample default rate, 217; See also Bayesian

method, calibration
sample dependency, 393
sample size and confidence bounds, 396–418

to estimate AUC, 401
confidence bounds for default rates, 403
data sufficiency, 397
error bounds with correlation, 406–410
error bounds without correlation,

403–406
power curves and confidence bounds,

397–403
practical considerations, 397
Vasicek’s limiting distribution, sizing the

effect with, 410–418
scaled default barrier, 501
Scholes, Myron, 91, 100
Schwartz, Eduardo S., 145
semivariance, 12
seniority class and debt type, 276–277
sensitivity analysis, 324–325, 235

of DSL model, 324–325
in econometric models, 234–238
of JMR model, 306–308
long-run mean, 325
mean reversion rate, 324–325
pitfalls of univariate analysis, 235–236
volatility of the intensity process, 324

settlement pricing, 263
severity, See loss given default, recovery
shape of the term structure of credit spreads,

146, 317–318
shareholder value added (SVA), 41, 76, 557,

564
share repurchase, 157
Sharpe, William, 39
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Sharpe ratio, 39, 64, 526, 529
short-term liabilities in default point of VK

model, 126
shrinkage estimation, 115
Shumway, Tyler, 204
Shumway model, 238
simple stochastic affine default intensity

models, 308–310
actual credit spreads, 308
affine term structure models, 308
doubly stochastic characterization of

default, 308
Simpson’s rule, 343n14
simulation approach, 500

correlation matrix, 500
direct asset simulation, 500
Monte Carlo simulation, 500
multifactor-based asset simulation, 500
single/multifactor based asset value

simulation, 500
single factor correlation model, 388
single/multifactor model, 505–508

composite index, 506
custom index, 505
deterministic components, 507
idiosyncratic components, 507
obligor-specific residual, 507
systemic components, 507
systemic risk, measurement of, 506

Singleton, Kenneth, 92, 293–294
skewed distributions, 527
skewness of the binomial distribution,

405n18
smooth pasting conditions, 154
special purpose vehicle (SPV), 3
“spoonful of raw sewage” concept of error

contamination, 257n2
spot exchange rate, 329
spread, 35, 36, 100
stability parameters, 368–369, See also

parameter robustness, validation,
walk-forward testing

Chow test, 368, 368n6
goodness of fit, 368
parameter estimates, 368
time testing, 369
Wald-type tests, 368, 368n5

state variables, process parameterization,
313–314

static discrete choice models, 204
statistical and theoretical plausibility, 563

stochastic characterization of default time,
290

stochastic interest rates in credit models,
145–150, 542–543

DD transition densities, 543
lattice models of DD, 543
optionality in lattice models, 543
Vasicek interest rate model, 543

structural and econometric approaches, 118
stress testing

using economic factors, 504, 537
for tail risk, 31n1, 460
structural models of default, 89–181, 92,

118, 459–460
Black-Scholes-Merton (BSM), 100
BSM modification, 117
corporate transaction analysis, 156
defined, 93–94
derivation of BSM framework distance to

default (DD), 171
derivation of conversion of physical to

risk-neutral PD, 177
distance-to-default (DD) measure,

See distance to default
endogenous default barrier (taxes and

bankruptcy costs), See Leland-Toft, 151
exposure value, 460
first passage time: Black-Cox,

See Black-Cox model
jump-diffusion models, 150
limitations of, 290
liquidity, 159
probability of default (PD), 460

stochastic interest rates: Longstaff-Schwartz,
See Longstaff-Schwartz

structural model basics, 95
structural models in context, 91
two-factor, 133
valuation, 106
Vasicek-Kealhofer, See Vasicek-Keakhofer

model
structural models of default correlation,

465–470
asset correlations and default correlations,

465
asset values vs. default points, 466
assumptions of, 465
correlation estimation, 468
default correlations, 466, 468
default correlations, indirect modeling of,

466
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default point, 465
group average default correlations, 466
joint probability of default, 465
Oldrich Vasicek, 466
Stephen Kealhofer, 466

structure without market observables,
See Wilcox model

Student’s t copula, 534–535
subadditivity, 517n15
subjective credit risk assessment, 15
sum of the individual ULs, 462
survival function, 225

estimator, 201
modeling, 203

swap, 37n17
systematic component driving correlation,

479–480
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization,

479
systemic components, 507
systemic risk, 493
systemic risk measurement, 506

tail-risk contribution (TRC), 32, 39, 64–65,
69–70, 497, 515–518, 525–528

taxonomy of data woes, 241
TCQ triangle, 78–79
term structures of default probabilities,

223–227
tests of collinearity, 195, 363
time horizon of analysis (H), 23, 461
time horizon selection, 488
time-varying covariates, 203
time-varying nature of industry effects in

post-default prices, 279–280
Toft, Klaus B., 151
total spread (TS), 36, 491

calculation, 490
trade reporting and compliance engine

(TRACE), 10, 59
transfer prices/pricing, 52

advantages and limitations, 567
based on market prices, 567
as expense to originating group, 568
market price approach, 568

transformations, 211, 213
transforming DD into exposure values,

511
conditional term structure of probability

of default (PD), 511
lattice models, 511

transforming factor realization into a DD,
509

asset movements, 509
geometric Brownian movement, 509

transition densities, 494
transition intensities, 293
transition matrix, 331–335

for Markov chain, 292
rating outlooks, 333
rating stickiness, 335
rating transition studies, 331
rating watches, 333
states of, 293
transition probabilities, 334

translation between accuracy ratio (AR) and
area under curve (AUC), 379

transparency in models, 362, 367
trapping state in transition matrix, 292
Treasury (risk-free value), loss recovery of,

270, 316
Treasury Eurodollar (TED) spread. as

liquidity premium proxy, 160
Turnbull, Stuart, 328
two-dimensional lattice model, 512
two-factor structural model, 133
Type I and Type II errors, 420

ultimate recoveries, 262
vs. post-default prices, 266
U-shape of, 265
vs. post-default pricing, 280

unexpected loss (EL), 24
unexpected loss (UL), 461

defined, 492
vs. expected loss (EL), 462

uniform probabilities and correlations,
408n19

univariate sensitivity analysis, pitfalls in,
235–236

univariate transformations, 212
upper bound on PDs with zero defaults,

412–418

validation, 361–418, See also parameter
robustness, walk-forward testing

benchmarking approach to, 364–365
valuation, 106, 484

of credit risky instruments, 117
valuation discussion, 310–312

formula for CDS spreads, 347
market price of risk, 311–312
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valuation discussion (Continued )
market risk premium specification,

311–312
value of risky security, 310

valuation model for portfolio analysis,
484–488

discount rates, 485
expected loss (EL) premium, 485, 487
implied market premium, 488
for individual exposure, 542
liquidity premium, 486
loan pricing, 485
market benchmark, 484
market price of a loan, 484
market price of risk, 486
market risk premium, 485, 486
value, key drivers for, 484
yield for a loan, 488

valuation under JLT, 338–339
risk neutral generator matrices, 339
risk premia matrix, 339

value additivity, 343
value-at-risk (VaR) modeling, 26
value correlations, 23, 459, 475
value deterioration, 461
value of credit-risky security, 318–319
VaR-based capital amount, See capital

allocation
variance inflation factors (VIF), 195, 214,

371
variance of area under the ROC curve, 400
Vasicek, Oldrich, 40, 91, 118, 124, 136,

147, 309, 498
Vasicek interest rate model, 543
Vasicek-Kealhofer (VK) model, 124–145

default point under, 127
empirical DD to PD mapping, 129–131
estimation procedure, 137–138
modeled volatility, 138–141
modifications to BC to address practical

concerns, 125–129
volatility estimation, 134–138

Vasicek ratio, 40, 41, 64, 70, 526
Vasicek’s discrete distribution, 413

Bayesian approach vs. frequentist
approach, 415

bootstrap approaches, 411–412, 417
confidence bounds for low- or no-default

portfolios, 417

direct validation testing, 416
distribution of market shocks, 414
estimates of the default rate on zero

default sub-portfolio, 417
maximum probability of default given

specific shock, 414
probability of zero defaults equal to

desired confidence level, 417
Monte Hall Problem, 415n22

Vasicek’s limiting distribution, sizing the
effect with, 410–418

limiting distribution for portfolios with
infinite number of loans, 410

long-run mean default rates, 412
multiyear-horizon default rate, 412
reality check for models, 416
special case of zero defaults, 412–418

Vasicek term structure model, functional
form of, 148

volatility, See also asset volatility
and asset values, 134
and equity values, 134
of intensity process, 324
modeled volatility, 138–141

volatility spike, 144

walk-forward testing, 431–437
goodness of fit tests, 435
model testing vs. model development,

436–437
walk-forward approach benefits, 436

Weibull survival function, 225
White, Alan, 294
Wilcox, Jarod W., 162–165
Wilcox model, 161–165
Wilcoxon (Mann-Whitney) statistic,

378
Winsorization, 114

Xing, Yuhang, 136n15

yield for a loan, 488
yield spread, 490

0-EDF rate, 36n16, 545
zero-coupon bonds, 109, 113

extending BSM valuation beyond, 116
zero-coupon spread, 37
Z-Score model, 192–194, 233
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